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Week Beginning
Monday 4th January 2021

Happy New Year children. I hope you had a wonderful Christmas and have had a lovely holiday with your families. We are going to be doing our school work differently for
the time being so I have been hunting for lots of fun activities to help you with your learning at home. The good news is that we have Seesaw in school so you can post pictures
and let me know how you are getting on at home. I can’t wait to see how you are doing. We are also really lucky to have a great online library called Curriculum Visions,
which is full of books for us to read. I have found lots of books on nature as I know how much you enjoy playing outside. Happy learning!
MATHEMATICS

ENGLISH TASKS FOR THIS WEEK

OTHER SUBJECT TASKS

Read p1-12 Close to Nature Curriculum Visions.
The book asks you to think about all the nature that
surrounds us. Can you draw and label 5 things in
nature you mght see on a walk?

Art-drawing
Practise your sketching skills by drawing a natural
object that you like the look of. This may be a leaf or
flower, or one of the birds you have seen.
Artprojectsfor kids.org have lots of drawing tutorials
teaching some great techniques.

Read p12-28 Close to Nature
Today the book tells us how a tree grows from a tiny
seed. With a grown up can you draw and label how a
seed grows using the pictures for clues.

This morning’s book asked you to think abut your
favourite tree. Take your crayons or chalk and have
a go at tree rubbing. If you have rainbow colours,
you could try making a rainbow rubbing. Can you
find any different textures to try?

Read p28-31 Close to Nature
Today the book asks you to think about your
favourite bike ride or walk. For today’s task draw
and label this journey. You might like big hills or
have a favourite playground.

Writing-Make a birdwatching book
Keep a log of all the different birds you can see. See
if you can remember this morning’s book. Have a try
at photographing the different birds you can see.

Friday

Thursday

Wednesday

Tuesday

Monday

DAY

Maths Lesson 1 Session One (White Rose Maths).
Today’s lesson teaches us how to find matching pairs.
Our learning challenge was to make a collection of
matching pairs of buttons, but you can use anything that
comes in pairs like shoes or gloves. Count how many
pairs you find and post a picture on Seesaw.
Maths Lesson 2 Session Two (White Rose Maths).
Today’s challenge is for you to sort 20 socks into
matching pairs. This a great way to start learning how
to count in twos. If you can write numbers you can label
your socks in a number line 2,4,6,8…..

Maths Lesson 3 Session Three (White Rose Maths).
Today’s challenge is to find lots of lids around your
house. Draw around them on to paper then see if you
can find the matching lid.

